Inferior colliculus neuronal membrane and synaptic properties in genetically epilepsy-prone rats.
Previous studies using single-unit recording techniques have shown that the inferior colliculus is critical for audiogenic seizure initiation in genetically epilepsy-prone rats (GEPR). In order to investigate cellular abnormalities that may be important in causing audiogenic seizure susceptibility, intracellular recordings were made from neurons of inferior colliculus dorsal cortex (ICd) in a GEPR variety that exhibits severe audiogenic seizures (GEPR-9). GEPR neuronal membrane and synaptic properties were compared to those of normal Sprague-Dawley rats (SD), the strain from which GEPR were derived. We found six electrophysiological differences between GEPR and normal SD ICd neurons, all of which could promote seizures in GEPR. (1) Input resistance was higher in GEPR than in normal ICd neurons. (2) Threshold for repetitive action potential firing was closer to resting membrane potential in GEPR ICd neurons. (3) GEPR neurons showed faster repetitive spike firing than normal SD neurons. (4) Anode break spikes occurred at the offset of a hyperpolarizing pulse more often in GEPR than in normal SD neurons. (5) Stimulation of the commissure of the inferior colliculus caused synaptic paired pulse inhibition in normal ICd neurons, but paired pulse facilitation was always observed in GEPR neurons. (6) In GEPR, a large epileptiform depolarizing event could be elicited by strong electrical stimulation of the commissure of the inferior colliculus. In normal SD rats, similar epileptiform activity was seen only after application of bicuculline or NMDA. Our results suggest that both abnormal neuronal membrane properties and altered synaptic transmission are likely to contribute to seizure predisposition and audiogenic seizure initiation in GEPR.